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In the battle to save the universe, only one side will emerge victorious. Will it be the greedy humans, ready to 
upset the balance between the mortal and immortal? Or, will it be the powerful team comprised of angels and 
demons? Windows* tablet users can now join the fight when they assume the role of an angel in the game 
SoulCraft.

Optimized for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Windows* 8.1, SoulCraft allows the player to continue the adventure, 
even while on the go.

SoulCraft game features:

•  Action-packed, role-playing adventure with bold graphics

•  Five differing gameplay modes that feature real locations

•  Diverse enemies, weapons and challenges
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Tablet Users Engage in Immortal Combat in SoulCraft Game 
An apocalyptic battle is raging, and now tablet users can join the fight when they download SoulCraft to their 
mobile devices. Thanks to the unique capabilities of the Windows* 8.1 tablets, players can enjoy the game 
anywhere.

SoulCraft features:

Unique Role-Playing Adventure

A new spin on the classic battle between good and evil, SoulCraft pits 
evil humans against immortals who have combined forces to save the 
universe.

Five Different Modes

Players can select from five different gameplay modes, including: time 
run, hellgate, arena, crystal defense and boss fight.

Real Locations

The battle rages in settings that feature real cities, such as Venice, Italy 
and Hamburg, Germany. 

Compelling Gameplay

The action-packed gameplay includes a large array of challenges, differing 
enemies and a huge assortment of weapons and magic to use in battle.

Realistic, High-Definition Scenes

Includes differentiation, including HD environments and characters,    
effects and animated backgrounds.



SoulCraft Game 

Powered by Intel Atom tablets 
for Windows* 8.1 transform into 
fields of immortal battle with the 
new SoulCraft game by MobileBits. 
The Intel® Atom™ processor, full 
HD high-resolution display and 
other unique capabilities of new 
Windows* 8.1 tablets make them 
perfect for gamers to take this 
role-playing adventure anywhere 
they go.
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